The major shifts of human duplicated genes.
Since many gene duplications in the human genome are ancient duplications going back to the origin of vertebrates, the question may be asked about the fate of such duplicated genes at the compositional genome transitions that occurred between cold- and warm-blooded vertebrates. Indeed, at that transition, about half of the (GC-poor) genes of cold-blooded vertebrates (the genes of the gene-dense "ancestral genome core") underwent a GC enrichment to become the genes of the "genome core" of warm-blooded vertebrates. Since the compositional distribution of the human duplicated genes investigated (1111 pairs) mimics the general distribution of human genes (about 50% GC(3)-poor and 50% GC(3)-rich genes, the border being at 60% GC(3)), we considered two possibilities, namely that the compositional transition affected either (i) about half of the copies on a random basis, or (ii) preferentially only one copy of the duplicated genes. The two possibilities could be distinguished if each copy is put into one of two subsets according to its GC(3) level. Indeed, in the first case, the two distributions would be similar, whereas in the second case, the two distributions would be different, one copy having maintained the ancestral GC-poor composition, and one copy having undergone the compositional change. Using this approach, we could show that, by far and large, one copy of the duplicated genes preferentially underwent the GC enrichment. This result implies that this copy, which had possibly acquired a different function and/or regulation, was preferentially translocated into the gene-dense compartment of the genome, the "ancestral genome core", namely the "gene space" which underwent the compositional transition at the emergence of warm-blooded vertebrates.